INTERNATIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC CONFERENCE

National Mapping, National Geospatial and National Statistical Agencies Day of Collaboration and Information Sharing
Thursday, December 16, 2021
Florence, Italy
Scuola di Studi Umanistici, Aula Magna

8:30 am – 10:00 am
NMA day – Transformation of National Organizations in the Digital Age
- Opening session
- Introductions of NMAs, NGAs, and NSOs and other international organizations
- Our desired future and the transformation we need
- Problem statement: the need to transition to meet demands and expectations considering the current landscape
- Identifying the gaps for transforming national organizations.
- Open discussion: inhibitors to transforming organizations in meeting the current and future demands.

10:30 am – 12:00 pm
NMA day – the transition of NSDI to IGIF – Part 1 – improving on past achievements while acknowledging transformational requirements
- The value of past NSDI efforts
- Challenges in realizing NSDI for organizations in responding to current needs
- Open discussion: the current state of national organizations (mapping, geospatial and statistical) in supporting national priorities and national circumstances

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm
NMA day – the transition of NSDI to IGIF – Part 2 – the UN IGIF - a new framework supporting organizational transformation
- The IGIF – Nine pathways for leadership to take positive steps
- Experiences in applying the IGIF in six developing countries
- Open discussion: how the IGIF offers opportunities for addressing national priorities according to national circumstances

4:00 pm – 5:00 pm
NMA day – ICA’s role in supporting national organizations to realize organizational transformation
- Example of a successful collaboration – Mapping for a sustainable world
- How does the ICA support future efforts in transforming organizations?
- The role of ICA within the UN-GGIM – future opportunities to realize organizational transformation